MYKHAILIVKA: CAMP TO VILLAGE
BY MARIE MOUTIER

When German troops entered the territory of Ukraine, they quickly recognized that the poor
state of infrastructure in the region presented a real obstacle to the smooth flow of troops, supplies
and other logistical needs of war. The Germans therefore undertook major renovations of the
country’s road network. The work was entrusted to the Todt Organization1. The Durchgangsstrasse
IV would be part of this reconstruction. This huge highway would link initially Berlin and the
Caucasus, across the whole Ukraine. In fact, DG IV connected the cities of eastern Galicia,
Khmelnitski2, Vinnitsa, Uman, Kriwoj Rog, Dnepropetrovsk and Donetsk3. This work would require a
large workforce: Jews and prisoners of war, as well as the local Ukrainian population. Prützmann4
delegated by Himmler to oversee the projects, announced in June 1943, a figure of 140,000 workers
for only DG IV, as well as German engineers and specialists and 12,000 local police5.

In 1942, it was decided that Organization Todt would make improvements to the road linking
the Haisyn and Uman Kreisgebiete with the Zhitomir and Kiev Generalbezirke. Initially, the old road
passed through the towns of Teplik and Ternovka. It was determined that this time a direct line
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would be built between Haisyn and Uman. All of the technical work was managed by the Todt
Organization. However, the supply and supervision of the labor force was the responsibility of the SS
and police. Several camps were established along this portion of the road to house the necessary
labor force: Haisyn, Kiblicz, Teplik, Ositna, Ternovka, Mykhailivka, Narajevka, Krasnopolka and
Ivangorod. Initially, the labor force of the camps consisted of Jewsfrom surrounding area. It was soon
no longer sufficient to meet the demands of construction, with meager food provisions and
increasingly weak physical state of the workers. The SS in 1942 turned to the Jewish-Romanian
prisoners of Bucovine6. The monitoring of these Zwangsarbeitslager 7 - including an average of
between 100 and 400 prisoners8- returned to the SS-Bauabschittsleitung of Haisyn whose leader,
from May to October 1942, was the SS-Hauptsturmführer Franz Christoffel 9 , then the SSUntersturmführer Oskar Friese10 until April 1943. The SS also was supported by a Lithuanian and
Ukrainian militia for this task. The grueling work, miserable conditions of confinement and isolated or
mass executions resulted in the deaths of 20,000 to 25,000 people11. It appears that mass shootings
were orchestrated by the KdS12 of Zhitomir (assigned to Vinnitsa) and the KdS of Kiev (assigned to
Uman).

The village of Mykhailivka was a dozen kilometers from Haisyn, between the towns of
Tarassivka and Granov. The population had a large majority of Ukrainians and Russians. In 19321933, Mykhailivka suffered, as did a large part of Ukraine, from the Great Famine, also called
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Holodomor13. Brigades of patriots would go from house to house to seize the grain and allowing
only one cow and one pig per household. During the winter, the people had only potato peelings and
rotten vegetables to eat. Regular carts loaded with bodies could be seen as well as dying people,
pacing the village to the mass grave in the cemetery. The distress was so great that a family ate one
of its sons14. We cannot consider the fate of Ukrainian villages during the Second World War without
being aware of the considerable impact that the Great Famine left in the minds of the people15.

Camp Mykhailivka has been studied by many historians to the extent that the archival
records on the camp are relatively well furnished16. Pre-trial files prepared for post-war trials in
Germany consist of testimony from former members of the Organization Todt present at the scene,
from members of the SS who were in charge of the safety of the road and testimony from survivors.
Among these is one source of particular interest for the light it sheds on the lives of the prisoners of
Mykhailivka: the diary of Arnold Daghani17, a Romanian Jewish prisoner. He wrote in captivity
throughout the day. However, an essential aspect is not found in the above archives: the role of the
village and its inhabitants. The term "camp" should not be thought of as a completely enclosed
space, secret and remote. On the contrary, Mykhailivka was a small village, and the Germans, as
usual on Soviet territory, used the local structures to establish their occupation and organize the
work on the road - and the genocide of the Jews. Thus, despite the abundance of diverse information
sources on this camp, it appears that the records alone are not sufficient to provide a comprehensive
overview of the operation. The organization of the camp is linked to a certain extent to the local
environment. How was the village organized opposite the camp? In reality, it is more appropriate to
consider, rather than two parallel structures, two operating one alongside the other. Using data
collected by Yahad - In Unum during a research trip of the camps along DG IV, and at Mykhailivka in
particular, we now have a new source to consider which, combined with the existing elements in the
archives help us further understand the porosity of the Mykhailivka camp.
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The beginnings of the German occupation

On the eve of the German invasion, Mykhailivka was a rather poor village, consisting of two
collective farms, with names recalling the Soviet regime ("17th meeting of the Communist Party" and
"Stalin"), whose main products were cereals, corn and sunflower. The Germans penetrated to
Mykhailivka in July 1941, after heavy fighting (bombings and shootings which the villagers tried to
escape by hiding in cellars and garden trenches)18.

Upon arriving, the Germans intended to use the local structure to facilitate their occupation.
They named a staroste, or village elder, a position similar to that of the Mayor, as well as local police
to ensure obedience19. A German administration also was immediately established near the school
building and the Wehrmacht soldiers were installed with the residents20.

Construction on the Haisyn-Uman road began before the creation of the Mykhailivka camp.
The Germans first called upon the local workforce. They simply demanded men from the staroste,
who transmitted the Germans’ order in turn to his subordinates, who went from house to house in
search of workers. The Germans relied on this staroste system to requisition workers. Fedor, a young
teenager at the time of 16 said he was working on the portion of the road21, before the arrival of
Jewish prisoners. The Germans had sent orders to the staroste to collect a certain amount of workers
among the villagers. The girls cut the roadside grass while the boys sharpened tools and performed
heavier tasks, for a small salary of Deutschmarks and food rations. The German engineer and
Lithuanians who supervised the work were heard to say that this situation would not last.

Even before the creation of the camp, the Germans integrated the inhabitants of Mykhailivka
to the needs of occupants. They also required them to return to work in the kolkhoze collective
farms whose products were sent "elsewhere" - probably in Germany. We see very clearly in this
example of Mykhailivka that the Germans took the place of the pre-war administrative authoritiesbut
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did not upturn the whole structure. The establishment of a staroste was key: it provided the link
between the occupants and the village.
The German occupiers decided to erect a camp at Mykhailivka, to intern Jews from Russia22
and Romania who would be used for the construction of the nearby road. Also, in order to make best
use of local infrastructure, the Germans chose a stable at the kolkhoze for the building of the camp.
The camp was then composed of a second stable, with the arrival of Romanian Jews. In November
1942, the camp inmates were transferred from the stables to the school building. As we can see from
the field investigation, both camp locations were in direct contact with the houses of the village. The
camp was located at the center of the village close to the administration building. Under such
conditions, it seems difficult to imagine that the Germans had established camp that was secret from
the local population. Similarly it is difficult to imagine that there was no connection between the
camps and the village. It remains to be defined the extent to which local residents witnessed the
genocidal system and to what degree they were involved by the Germans.

A village organization linked to the camp

A number of Germans were moving into the area of the camp. In addition to the SS, Germans
and Lithuanians, responsible for the supervision of the camp and the workforce, there were
members of the Organization Todt, overseeing the work on the section of DG IV23. To these can be
added the Wehrmacht soldiers. There also was the arrival of two sisters, young girls from
Remscheid24 in the Ruhr, who came to stay at Mykhailivka in the hope of finding a husband among
the Germans present. The German presence resulted in demands on the local population.

The German authorities had need of men to guard the two successive camps of the Jews, and
to accompany them to work in the quarry and on the road, to supplement the work of the SS, of
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which Z. and M. figures were probably the most traumatizing25. The local population was given the
following choice: either they were deported to perform forced labor in Germany, or they entered the
police force created by the occupants26. Fyodor, born in 1924, chose the latter. He received, like a
dozen other villagers, a green jacket, white trousers, and a weapon. Their main role was to guard
both teams in the camp, a task they performed in turns, with one at each entrance of the buildings,
another making a circle around the camp. This monitoring occurred only at night. During the day, as
most prisoners worked outside the camp, there was no guard. Local police officers then
accompanied the prisoners to their work. Men of the village guarded the Jewish prisoners. They were
organized so that some of them worked one week and rested the other.

Other requisitioned tasks: housing and food. As mentioned earlier, SS, members of the
Organization Todt and German soldiers were billeted among the villagers. The latter then lived at the
mercy of the Germans. The latter also were requisitioned to provide food and cook. Arnold Daghani
mentions several local kitchen aids attached to camp27.

The arrival of a Jewish labor force did not mean that the Germans to stopped the work by the
villagers. They resumed work in the fields and some were assigned to the cutting of timber in the
area under supervision of the Wehrmacht. At the same time, a Jewish witness who escaped testified
after the war that a work camp for Ukrainians existed in Mykhailivka. There were two kitchens: one
for the Ukrainian workers and the other, smaller, where the meals for the Germans were prepared28.

By this same system of requisitions, the organization of Mykhailivka village was closely linked
to the camp. It could not function without the help of the village, its people and its food resources.
Requisitions were already operating before the Germans arrived; they only made use of an already
proven mechanism. The Germans took the place of a Soviet regime that fled during evacuations.
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They took care not to completely disrupt the rural organization. It was at the bottom of a change of
command. The use of requisitions allowed the village to keep its bearings and maintain the same
reflexes as before the war, with only a minor change in the administrative system. However, the
Germans and their auxiliaries brought with them violence in their designs, and did not hesitate to
establish a camp in the middle of the village.

A porous camp

When Romanian Jews came to the camp, they were received by Artur K., the SS commander
of the camp. The survivor Bernhard Locker said: "Shortly after, Artur K. appeared and said that the
few Jews who had tried to escape from the camp were hanged at the gallows, and he immediately
threatened to hang anyone who tried to flee or to establish contact with the people of village." There
was a death penalty for contact with local people29. The camp of the stables of the kolkhoz was also
surrounded by barbed wire. Despite this, it is hard to imagine the absence of any link between
prisoners and local: the central position of the two successive camps and the system of requisitions
went were contrary to the Lagerkommandant ban.

The contact established between prisoners and mainly involved bartering. These exchanges
took place at times with the knowledge of the Germans. Thus, Arnold Daghani, noted that on January
5, 1943: "Following the permission of B. and K.30, there were contacts with farmers and clothing
exchanged by prisoners of the camp in return for food.31"He also said in his diary that "he who had
the chance to work with the German Hermann K., that is to say, chop wood, carry things, look after
the garden or do some work in his home secretly received something to eat from the priest of the
church, next to the Germans .... " Some Germans tolerated such exchanges. It was also the case of
local Ukrainian police. They left the village regularly to approach the camp: Jewish prisoners
exchanged their valuables for food32. Young people also entered the village in the camp, with the
knowledge of the guards, to get a haircut from Jewish specialists in exchange for potatoes33. It seems
that the presence of police in the village facilitated this kind of market, and also increased the villageprisoner contact, to the extent that the locals took turns to guard the camp.
29
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33
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Despite the barbed wire and guards, the Jews managed to escape from the camp or work
columns, to find food. A Jewish doctor was in the street with a fellow inmate in search of food. They
passed the SS officers M. and H. who asked what they were doing here, "I said that K. had sent us to
a peasant whose child was sick.34" He received twenty-five blows with an iron bar.

The links were not limited to barter. They were also an opportunity for the dissemination of
news from outside the camp. Daghani wrote, May 21, 1943: "We have learned bad news from the
village blacksmith. The villagers have said - as they were told - that a mass grave had been dug and
that the SS should come tomorrow ....35" Fedor also remembers the arrival of the SS, which foretold
the doom of the Jewish prisoners. And the digging of the pit: "Some villagers who passed on the road
reported confidentially that a mass grave had been dug ...36"

Contacts between Jewish prisoners and local people were so common that it was no
indication of the strong and violent speech of K. and the barbed wire surrounding the stables. The
police played a major role in these reports. According to the testimony of one of them, the children
remained in camp during the day - except when it was feared there would be a selection, in which
case they accompanied their parents to build the road37 - or in the house of the police, if they were
accommodating.

We saw the Germans present at Mykhailivka were not concerned that the locals witnessed
their actions towards the Jews - on the contrary, they needed them for common and essential tasks
such as monitoring and supply. The villagers witnessed the camp, but also witnessed the executions.

The villagers witnessed the shooting of prisoners

From the field investigation, we find that the place most frequently used for successive
executions of prisoners was not far from the camp of the stables. According to information from the
German archives38, Andrej Angrick39 reported three executions preceded by selection of camp
34
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inmates: 16on August 19, 1942, 107 in the winter of 1942-1943, and 55on April 26, 194340. Olga F.,
born in 1929, witnessed the shootings of detainees from the meadow where she was tending the
cows, with five others. She saw the approaching columns of Jews, while she stood behind the trees
to see more closely what happened. According to her testimony, the Jews were taken, pleading, by a
Lithuanian, to a ravine where three graves had been dug. Before the execution, the Lithuanian
searched the victims’ belongings and extracted their gold teeth. Then he slaughtered them with a
submachine gun. The shooter then left the scene a few minutes to ensure that there were no
survivors41. This story is important: we have no specific testimony of the shootings of detainees from
Mykhailivka.

The executions did not take place only in the locality of Lissaïa Gora. Summary executions of
Jewish prisoners were frequent and random at both work sites. The executioners were not discreet,
killing in front of the local police. But this does not say what were the limits of the role of the latter in
the genocide. Of the witnesses interviewed by Yahad-In Unum, a majority of them had a family
member or were members of the police themselves. We only know that the police were armed, but
the testimonies are silent on the extent of their participation.

At Mykhailivka, the field investigation allowed us to better understand the scope of
compulsion involved in the organization of the camp. And we also showed that this camp, in the
heart of a small village, could not be impervious to its immediate environment. Based on this
assumption, it was logical to further study all of those who played a role or were spectators of the
camp.

The Jewish prisoners were transferred from Mykhailivka for the most part to the Tarassivka
camp, after a partisan attack in the village. Once the camp was empty, the villagers dismantled it: the
wood, barbed wire and other materials were used to build their caves42 ... When we study the
Holocaust in Ukraine, we must bear in mind the essential role of the countryside and its structures,
that the Germans could not ignore, and which they used to set up their genocidal work.

40

The remaining prisoners were transferred in the majority camp Tarassivka. This camp was liquidated
December 10, 1943. For a description of the shooting, see the testimony of Mr. Friedrich, a member of the
Organization Todt, of 28.6.1960 in Remscheid (BA-L B162-7380, p.107, AR-Z141/1967 Volume 1).
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